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Abstract

Common knowledge and rule of thumb tell us that the
tensile failures will mostly occurs in the pipe body, while
torsional failures will occurs in the tool joints. The total
stresses on the drill string should be considered which are
induced by combined bending; torsion and tensile stresses.
The later can usually be operating up until 80% of the pipe
body yield stress which is considered as safe working limit.
Moreover; torque and drag are caused by the lateral forces
and the friction between the borehole wall and the drill pipe;
the lateral forces depend on the weight of the drill string.

Torque and drag are sometimes overlooked when drilling
simple wells. In deep well this is not acceptable. Proper
decision made using correct torque and drag can make all
the difference between TD drilling and suspended drilling.
Therefore; the over pull load plus the torque are the most
important points to be considered in deep well drilling, since
the resistance of the drill string body to the combined efforts
will limit probably its tensional limit. By this I mean; exerting
both a tension and torsion load on the drill string the yield
stress of this later will weaken consequently applying a high
tension effort combined with a significant torque lead to
plastified the drill pipe body thus reducing fatigue life of the
drill pipe. This problem is well observed in back-reaming
operation.
The results shows, fatigue damage from rotation in dogleg
during back reaming operation is a significant problem if the
severity is greater then the critical value. So the position of
drill pipe in the string will influence the amount of fatigue
damage it sustains .besides that Back reaming can reduce
the fatigue life of the drill pipe significantly because of the
reversal stress of the drill string under tension in a dog leg.

Introduction

Conclusion

To sum up ; the pipe section at the dogleg region may fail
under the combined effects of axial tensile stress radial
pressure, torsional stress and alternating repeated bending
stress due to rotation. For this ; the position and grade of drill
pipe in the drill string will influence the amount of fatigue
damage since continually rotated at a severe dog-leg angle ,
such as a kick-off point will accumulate fatigue at a much
higher amount for this a permanent damage is appeared .

Furthermore ; the over pull load plus the torque are the most
important points to be considered in deep well drilling and
back reaming , since the resistance of the drill string body to
the combined efforts will limit probably its tensional limit.

Accordingly; by using mixed drill pipes G 105 class premium
in the 8.5” section; 5.5” in the cased hole and 5” in the open
hole, has some limitation due to the axial loads, for this drilling
deep section requires stronger drill pipe to withstand the
operational loads including appropriate design factors.
Therefore using drill pipe 5.5” with nominal weight of 21.9 lb/ft
grade S 135 is necessary.

Figure 2: Effective tension limits

Figure 3: Torque limit 

Drill pipe fatigue damage occurs under cyclic loading conditions
due to, for instance, rotation in a dogleg region . As a result; this
dog leg make the high stress concentration area susceptible to
fatigue damage in drill pipe which led to increase in fatigue ratio
about of 1.375(minimum fatigue ratio is 1 )to illustrate loads on
drill string due to cyclic stress on drill pipe between 3213.52m
and 3186.13 m are presented in back reaming load table in
below .
Table 2:Load Data For Back reaming

Figure4: Dogleg Severity

Additionally; the measured torque data shows high fluctuations
which can refer to drill string dynamics such as slip/stick
vibration, restoring moment, torsional resistance besides axial
and lateral vibrations.
This minimum fatigue ratio about 1 is based on Lubinski torque
and drag model which has defined curves where the permissible
dogleg severity, below which no fatigue damage of drill pipes
may occur, can be estimated from the tensile load and the drill
pipes characteristics. These curves used to prevent static failure
are the basis of the “API-RP-7G”.
•Analysis of back reaming stresses
It is evidently seen from the table in below that the pipe section
at the dogleg region may fail under the combined effects of axial
, radial, torsional and alternating repeated bending stresses due
to rotation. Failure at this section can be assessed by the
method of Von Mises for equivalent yielding under combined
loads
Table 3:back reaming stresses
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This paper outlines practically tensional and torsional loads
which affecting the drill pipe as a result of frequent practices
of back reaming operation. For this reason a practical ways
of eliminating this trouble are explained in this paper, or at
least reducing this problem. Since a better understanding of
the stress distribution along the drill string will certainly lead
to more optimized drill string designs.
Therefore, this article is based upon experiences about the
drill string failures which were done before in order to more
clarify this later. So firstly I will shad the light on back reaming
operation and then give an synopsis on failure due to torsion
and tensile loading due to back reaming operation, followed
by few literature torque and drag calculation via Lubinski
model by using soft modeling (well plan software), finally give
an optimum solution for the problem.

•Backreaming operation
Generally the backreaming is the drilling backwards to trip
out of the hole when there is a problem with pulling the pipe
freely without rotation and circulation in order to clean the
hole to eliminate cuttings accumulation and hole caving.
While backreaming, the pipe tension is lower than when
pulling out of the hole with excessive drag, but torsional
stress is introduced. The drill string is subjected to diverse
forces such us:
1. the contact of the drill string body with the wellbore which

is named a side forces. related to the weight of the string,
the geometry of the wellbore, and the rotation of the
string (axial, bending, and torsional forces = Von Mises
stress).

2. During backreaming, all drill string stresses are taking
place: axial stress caused by tension, bending stress
caused by the curvature of the string according to the
wellbore tortuosity, and torsional stress caused by
rotation.

3. The contact of the drill pipe and BHA components with
the wellbore under this stressed condition will increase
the friction caused by the tension and rotation, and thus
will increase the side forces.

4. The excess side forces induced while backreaming along
with incorrect practices can lead to accelerated casing
and BHA wear and undesirable situations such as twist
offs.

5. Backreaming can reduce the fatigue life of the drill pipe
significantly because of the reversal stress of the drill
string under tension in a dogleg.[5]

•BHA restrictions
Bits and stabilizers are typically not designed to drill in
reverse during backreaming, although some bits are now
available that have cutters at the top of the gauge to facilitate
the cutting action. It is important that all stabilizers are
tapered at the top and the bottom to avoid problems while
pulling and backreaming.
It is well known by measurement-while-drilling (MWD)
personnel that back reaming out of hole with a bend in the
BHA can lead to high shocks that can result in premature tool
failures. Some of the reasons might be that the BHA is not in
compression but in tension and is less constrained because
there is no fixed end.[5]

•Drag and friction force
In addition to the drag force which create the friction
between the drill string and the borehole wall when moving
the BHA through wellbore. In a simple model, drag is the
increased/decreased apparent hook-load when tripping plus
the observed rotating hook-load at the equivalent depth.

Established upon the quick review conducted for the history
of 8 ½" hole of two wells drilled in Algeria, it is imperative to
highlight that the severe wellbore instability, high torque
peaks and stuck pipe problems encountered previously on
this interval are still suspected to be one of the major
challenges to encounter while drilling the 8 ½ hole section
which is the longest one, approximately 2500 meters. The
possible root causes for the different hole problems
encountered on the 8 ½ of well1and well 2 could be attributed
to the followings major factors: well 1 as an example.

1. Formation Nature & Characteristics (Dipping & 
Anisotropic)

2. Hole Geometry ( Spiraling ‐ Wellbore Tortuosity 8 ½ " )
3. Inharmonic in Drilling String & Parameters (WOB, RPM,

BHA design, Bit selection) & Drilling Practice.
4. Fluid characteristics (Fluid Density, Rheology, Salinity,

Lubricity).
5. Frequent Reaming g & Hard back Remaining while

tripping ( 3200‐ 5300m)
6. Continual Tight hole and high Over pull situation –

specially when MW (<1.35 SG)
7. High torque peaks , while drilling &and back reaming ( 12

‐18 KIb) , specially from 4400m to 5100m.
8. Sign of formation losses ( seepage –partial ) from 4450 ‐

4465 ( Gedinnian)
9. Hole cleaning issues ( Suspected specially at the start of

section towards Trias Carbonate &Lias Argiulex due to
the low range of rheological properties maintained ( YP
10)

10. Stuck Pipe ( Twice ) while drilling 8 ½ Hole in each well)
11. Tectonic stress of the well bore.

•Load summary

Table 1: load summary

From the load summary table; it is clearly seen that the drill-
string is subjected to fatigue failure due to backreaming
operation. This is confirmed within the well path curve,
showed a variation in wall trajectory via trotusity. This planned
deviation with a dogleg of 5.88°/30m has been created during
sidetrack operation of 8 ½ new hole starting from 3171m to
4573 m where increased MW from 1.30 to 1.33 sg for
improving hole stability. This dog leg regarded as a optimum
angle to pass the drill string even the casing without any
damage in drilling operation.
The problem will be intensified when the string is submitted to
the more rigorous conditions present due to cyclic movement
of the drill string due to tension and torsion load from back
reaming operation which led to enhance fatigue failure.
(As mentioned in Figure 1, 2,3)

Figure 1: Well path

Engineering overview of back reaming  for 8 ½" 
hole section 

Using drill pipe 5.5” with nominal weight of 21.9 lb/ft grade S 135
in the cased hole and 5” grade G105 may reducing drill string
failure due to cyclic tensile and torsional loads. The table in
below illustrates the decreasing of number of pipe subjected to
fatigue.

Table 4: Load Data for Backreaming with drill pipe 5.5” grade S 135

•Total BHA stretch

 Drill pipe 5.5 in grade G :Table 5

Drill pipe 5.5 in grade S :Table 5

Drill pipe 5.5 in grade S : Table 6

From the comparison of two tables it is clearly seen that the drill
pipe grade S135 is more suitable in characteristic mechanic than
grade G105, this conclusion is confirmed from total stretch of the
bottom hole assembly which was reduced by 0.8 m.

Friction force creates a combined motion decomposed into the two
directions, axial motion and rotation. The effect of combined motion
is well known, for example when rotating the drill string for running
easier into the hole either for tripping in or out or back-reaming ;a
high rotational speed reduces axial drag considerably so we
assume that during tripping operations an over pull may occur due
to tight hole conditions. Further, research indicated; that under the
combined actions of axial load, centrifugal force and torque the axis
of the rotating drill string has a sinusoidal shape with changing
wave length and rotates as a rigid body, with the same speed and
direction of the rotary table. [1]

•Well plan torque and drag module
Normal Analysis calculates the torque, drag, normal force, axial
force, buckling force, neutral point, stress and other parameters for
a work string in a three-dimensional wellbore. With a Normal
Analysis, all calculations are performed with the bit at one position
in the well bore, and with one set of operational parameters. You
may choose to perform the analysis using either the soft or stiff
string model. However, for now use the soft string model


